journal of jesuit studies 1 (2014) [335] [336] [337] [338] [339] [340] [341] [342] [343] [344] China, where the Society sustained its pivotal role in the historic encounter between East and West, initiated by the Italian Matteo Ricci back in the 16th century.
Just as significant was the role of ex-Jesuits in the religious landscape of the fledgling United States and the links between Jesuit survival in Eastern Europe and North America were crucial. Five former Jesuits in the United States renewed their vows in 1805 (a decade before the order's official restoration) after receiving permission from Russia and even when the Jesuit presence in Russian territory became increasingly controversial during the first two decades of the nineteenth century the dynamism continued. The Polish Superior General Tadeusz Brzozowski sent a group of his confreres to Boston. There, and in other parts of the United States, the Society would thrive throughout the early nineteenth century. They would be crucial, for instance, in saving Bishop John Carroll's struggling Georgetown College and in establishing new institutions and missions across the United States.
The history of the Society's survival after 1773 and its restoration two centuries ago deserve closer attention and the anniversary year of 2014 provides an ideal opportunity. We plan to look at three hotspots, arguably the three most important engine-rooms of Jesuit activity during this turbu-lent period: eastcentral Europe/Russia, China, and the United States and place them within the context of other regions of the globe. What happened in and between these far-flung places defined the future of the Jesuit order and also had momentous consequences for the broader religious and cultural history of three continents. Adopting a global perspective and recruiting some of the finest scholars working in this muddled but fascinating field will go a long way toward plugging a lamentable historiographical hole. 
WEDNESDAY, 11 JUNE

Encounters between Jesuits and Protestants in Asia
The Macau Ricci Institute, 9-11 November 2016
Call for Papers
The approaching 500th anniversary of the Protestant Reformation (1517) provides an ideal opportunity to reflect in a deeper and new way on the history of the relationship between the Protestants and the Jesuits who were founded twenty-three years later (1540). For better or worse, much ink has been used to write about their animosity, especially in the European context. While this important historical chapter will be explored in other venues, the international conference in Macau aims to re-examine the encounters between the Jesuits and the Protestants and their respective traditions in the context of Asia. Supported by the Catholic monarchies of Portugal, Spain, and France, the Jesuit order played a significant role in bringing Christianity and European culture, sciences, and the arts to Asia from the sixteenth through to the late eighteenth century, when a Franciscan pope suppressed the Jesuits. After the restoration of the order by another pope (1814), the Jesuits returned to several Asian countries at various historical moments and they found more Protestant missionaries than they left a few decades earlier. Indeed, the latter intensified their missionary efforts through the nineteenth and twentieth centuries with the rise of the imperial powers of Great Britain, France, and the US in the region. This historical development lends itself to an obvious comparison between the Jesuit and Protestant methods of presenting Christianity to Asian societies, in which-with the exception of the Philippines that followed the path of Latin America-Christians never became a majority. The Jesuits themselves, however, used different strategies in different cultural circumstances. Francis Xavier who was among the first Europeans to approach Japan employed different methods than did Matteo Ricci who was allowed to enter the Forbidden City. Roberto de Nobili's missionary style in the caste-divided society of Madurai was different from that of Alexandre de Rhodes who penetrated the Kingdom of Annam. In spite of this variety of approaches within the Society of Jesus itself, accommodation became a trademark of Jesuit missions.
Knowing that charges of syncretism were a mainstay of Protestant antiJesuit polemic, a question that comes to mind, then, is what was the extent to which the generations of Protestant missionaries in Asia adopted Jesuit approaches to cultural accommodation. What were their approaches to studying and codifying local languages, to transmitting Western science? What was the relationship between missionaries and political/commercial elites on both sides of the confessional divide? When the Jesuits themselves began rebuilding their missions after the restoration, did they continue their pre-suppression traditions? The cooperation and conflict between the Dutch merchants and the Jesuit missionaries in Japan appears to be better studied but can the same be said about the encounters between the Jesuits and the Protestant Dutch missionaries in Taiwan and Malacca, or between the Jesuits and the German Pietist missions in China and India? How did the Jesuits relate to their Protestant colleagues in the competition to gain Asian souls, say, in late nineteenth-century Korea? These are just a few examples of complex questions about the encounters between the Jesuits and the Protestants, and their tradi-tions, that this international conference hopes to explore in an interdisciplin-ary academic conversation in Macau-a city that lay at the crossroads of European explorations of Asia.
Please email a short (200-250 words) abstract of a proposed paper to both Dr. Ronnie Po-chia Hsia (rxh46@psu.edu) and Dr. Robert A. Maryks (maryks@ bc.edu) before 31 May 2014. The abstract must be written in standard academic English. If accepted, the author will be expected to deliver his/her paper in standard academic English. Selected papers will be published either in a dedicated volume or in the Journal of Jesuit Studies (Brill).
***
Encounters between Jesuits and Protestants in Africa
Jesuit Historical Institute in Africa Nairobi, Kenya, 28 June -1 July 2016
Call for Papers
The approaching 500th anniversary of the Protestant Reformation (1517) provides an ideal opportunity to reflect in a deeper and new way on the history of the relationship between the Protestants and the Jesuits who were founded twenty-three years later (1540). For better or worse, much ink has been used to write about their animosity, especially in the European context. While this important historical chapter will be explored in other venues, the international conference in Nairobi aims to re-examine the encounters between the Jesuits and the Protestants and their respective traditions in the context of Africa. Supported by the Catholic monarchy of Portugal, the Jesuit order played a significant role in bringing Christianity and European culture to Africa from the mid-sixteenth through to the late eighteenth century, when the pope suppressed the Jesuits.
After the restoration of the order by another pope (1814), the Jesuits returned to several African countries at various historical moments and they found more Protestant missionaries than they left a few decades earlier. Indeed, the latter intensified their missionary efforts through the nineteenth and twentieth centuries with the rise of the imperial powers of Great Britain, France, Germany, and Belgium in the region. This historical development lends itself to an obvious comparison between the Jesuit and Protestant methods of presenting Christianity to African societies.
The Jesuits themselves, however, used different strategies in different cultural circumstances. Andrés de Oviedo, auxiliary bishop to João Nuñes Barreto, the Jesuit patriarch of Ethiopia, employed different methods than did Gonçalo da Silveira in his brief mission to the Makaranga tribes in the Southeast. Baltasar Barreira's missionary style among the Angolans was different from that of João de Paiva who built the education system in Kongo. In spite of this variety of approaches within the Society of Jesus itself, accommodation became a trademark of Jesuit missions.
Knowing that charges of syncretism were a mainstay of Protestant antiJesuit polemic in Europe, a question that comes to mind, then, is what was the extent to which the generations of Protestant missionaries in Africa, such as Dutch missionaries in Cape Town, adopted Jesuit approaches to cultural accommodation. What were their approaches to studying and codifying local languages, to transmitting Western culture? What was the relationship between missionaries and political/commercial elites on both sides of the confessional divide? When the Jesuits themselves began rebuilding their missions after the restoration, did they continue their pre-suppression traditions? These are just a few examples of complex questions about the encounters between the Jesuits and the Protestants, and their traditions, that this international conference hopes to explore in an interdisciplinary academic conversation in Nairobi.
Please email a short (200-250 word) abstract of a proposed paper to both Dr. Festo Mkenda (jhiafrica.director@jesuits.net) and Dr. Robert A. Maryks (maryks@bc.edu) before 31 May 2014. The abstract must be written in standard academic English. If accepted, the author will be expected to deliver his/her paper in standard academic English. Selected papers will be published either in a dedicated volume or in the Journal of Jesuit Studies (Brill).
